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Social media and peer pressure are leading ever more people to resort to plastic surgery. A factbased series by BBC is meant to help viewers make an informed decision.
Elite Surgical's Midlands based Lead Consultant Plastic Surgeon, Mr Sultan Hassan, was featured in
the ground-breaking BBC factual series, Plastic Surgery Undressed, which aims to inform viewers in
making the right decision before undergoing cosmetic surgery.
More information about Mr Sultan Hassan can be obtained here: http://www.elitesurgical.co.uk/.
With the ever-growing amount of conflicting advice on the internet and social media, it can be difficult
to find reliable information, meaning many are misled about surgery. Plastic Surgery Undressed takes
a more educational, patient awareness bias, to help inform patients who are considering undertaking
cosmetic surgery. The programme gives patients the real facts in order to make the right decision and
a unique opportunity to see the surgery that they are considering being performed live on another
patient remotely.
To kick off this six-part series Elite Surgical's top cosmetic surgeon, Mr Sultan Hassan, demonstrated
a rhinoplasty (nose job), the most searched for procedure online. This surgery was performed on an
existing patient whilst the live audience of surgery seekers watch and learn more about this coveted
surgery and have the opportunity to ask questions live during surgery.
With insights from Dr Hassan and with the help of the presenters Vogue Williams and Mobeen Azhar,
the surgery seekers discuss the positives and negatives of surgery to broaden their understanding of
the risks and rewards that cosmetic surgery brings.
The programme also highlights the reality of unrealistic expectations, rushed decisions and the option
to travel abroad for potentially life changing procedures.
The first episode of the programme covering a rhinoplasty procedure undertaken by Mr Sultan
Hassan can be viewed here: http://rebrand.ly/rhinoplasty-mr-sultan-hassan.
The six-part series covers a different procedure on each episode, starting with rhinoplasty and then
covering liposculpture, breast augmentation, tummy tuck, hair transplant and breast reduction.
For posts, images and videos about the ongoing cosmetic surgery work at Elite Surgical visit:
http://www.facebook.com/elitesurgical1.
Readers seeking any further advice or information on any aspect of plastic surgery can visit the Elite
Surgical’s website provided above. Information is also available on the British Association of Plastic
Reconstructive Aesthetic Surgeons (BAPRAS) website.
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